
Plastrix & XTC Plastrix 12MM Matrix
CCM’s Plastrix is more durable, comes in 3 widths with improved adhesive and applicator!

Wagner Die Supply ®

Diemaking & Diecutting Source and Resource

All Plastrix 
matrix feature
a polyester film 
base and strong
finger-lift PSA.
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Now also
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12mm base!

CCM’s Plastrix is the tough synthetic matrix that offers
longer runs and reliable performance, run and after run.
Plastrix features a tough PVC body with a film base that
maintains crease consistency throughout the run. 
An improved adhesive assures that Plastrix stays put
securely, and precision bonded applicator allows for 
accurate application to the counter plate. Plastrix also has
finger-lift release paper, that makes installation a breeze.

Plastrix features a lower, ultra-smooth profile with a 
chamfered edge, designed to provide smooth runs at
today’s faster press speeds. And our wide selection of sizes
and 3 base widths, even off-center sizes, means we have
the exact Plastrix that’s right for your application!

Plastrix is available in 8.75mm and 5mm base 
XTC Plastrix 12MM in 12mm base
Three base sizes to choose from!

CCM Bench Miter Press - This rugged bench miter press can
miter two ends of matrix at one time! Reversible cutting anvil
for long life. Guides for both 5 mm and  9 mm width matrix.

CCM Matrix Miter Pliers - register an exact mitered cut. Larger
blade cuts the finger lift tape. Heavy duty enough to cut the largest
metal-based matrix and gentle enough to cut small pieces!

Multi-Cut Pliers - great for cutting any non-metallic matrix, an
economic alternative to high cost cutters! Comes with 4 blades,
and storage cartridge!

Call or email for available sizes in all
styles, and Off-Center versions too!

West
2041 Elm Court, Ontario, CA 91761

Local: 909-947-3044 • Fax: 909-923-7809

Southwest
827 S. Great S’west Pkwy., Grand Prairie, TX 75051

Local: 214-630-4695 • Fax: 214-630-5425

Midwest
960 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, IL 60126

Local: 630-782-6230 • Fax: 630-782-6220

www.wagnerdiesupply.com
sales@wagnerdiesupply.com

800-423-4478 TOLL-FREE
ALL LOCATIONS!




